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Madame de Pompadour (born as Jeanne Antoinette Poisson, 1721–1764) is a figure of enduring 

fascination for anyone interested in the extent to which women could exercise political influence at the 

highest level under a patriarchal system which accorded them no public role. Pompadour was a 

beautiful bourgeoise who became Louis XV’s mistress in 1745. This status was not difficult to achieve, 

for Louis had a voracious appetite for lovely young women. What is remarkable about her is that the 

king not only installed her at Versailles as his official mistress but that she managed to hold onto this 

position for almost twenty years up to her death in 1764, negotiating the web of intrigue that 

characterised the French court. As her relationship with the king evolved over time from sexual 

playmate to friend, confidante and political adviser, she came to play an increasingly central role as 

conduit to the monarch and as major player in matters of foreign policy, wooed by courtiers and foreign 

ambassadors alike. 

This short book is meant for the intelligent layperson interested in history, rather than for the academic 

reader, but the author displayed her qualifications as a historian in 2000 in her doctoral thesis, which 

was published by Ulrike Helmer Verlag under the title »Von Macht und Mythos der Pompadour. Die 

Mätressen im politischen Gefüge des französischen Absolutismus«. Some of the material in the two 

books is inevitably the same, but in her earlier book Weisbrod was able to range more widely, 

providing a broader examination of the nature of the eighteenth-century French court and the role of 

the mistress and other favourites within it. She was also able there to devote a quarter of the text to 

descriptions of, and comments on, Pompadour by contemporaries. She is therefore well versed in the 

political and social context of Pompadour’s life and career, and her detailed knowledge of the sources 

informs the book being reviewed here. 

This work takes nine portraits that the Marquise commissioned between 1750 and 1763−4 and uses 

them to illustrate her career at court, showing how she employed these carefully staged images to 

present different aspects of herself at different times. Seven of the nine are full-length portraits. There 

are the two delightful oil sketches of the ravishingly pretty young woman by François Boucher, 

executed around 1750 for a portrait that did not survive the French Revolution. There is Maurice-

Quentin Delatour’s pastel depiction of her from 1755 as a femme savante, showing her studying a 

musical score surrounded by books, among them the »Encyclopédie«, prints and a globe, while a viol 

leans behind her chair. Another portrait by Boucher a year later shows her in a rich dress of blue with 

pink bows, lavishly decorated with pink roses, the symbol of Venus. Again she is holding an open 

book, while other elements in the painting emphasise her letter-writing and her learning. Where these 

portraits all show the marquise with a deep décolletage in a highly artificial indoor setting, a portrait 
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from 1758 shows her seated all alone in the midst of a wild wood. Here she wears her hair without 

powder, and her plain silk dress in a pearly greyish white is fastened right up to the neck. Her only 

ornaments are the pearl bracelets that she always wore. It seems that she has withdrawn here to read, 

raising her eyes in contemplation from the open book on her lap and resting her elbow on a pile of 

other well-read books. Weisbrod analyses this picture within the context of the new ideas about 

women being developed by Diderot, d’Alembert and Rousseau. This portrait shows a woman who is 

close to nature, who does not need the artificiality of the court to survive but who has her books and 

her well-stocked mind for company. 

Boucher and his patron choose another outdoor setting for a portrait dating to 1759, though this time it 

is a formal garden. Madame de Pompadour, richly dressed again in her bows and flounces and with a 

very slight meaningful smile on her lips, stands in front of a sculpture depicting love kissing friendship 

− a reference to the way in which her relationship to the king has evolved over the past fourteen years. 

Two other half-length portraits stage her just as self-consciously in relation to her position at court – a 

position, of course, wholly dependent on the favour of the king. The first is the tondo (again by 

Boucher, 1758) showing her applying her makeup, with a bracelet bearing a cameo of the king’s head 

in profile prominently displayed on her right wrist; the second is that by Carle Vanloo of 1759 showing 

her virtually unadorned en jardinière. Weisbrod perceives a melancholy ageing Marquise in this 

portrait, reading into it her sorrow at the death of her daughter, her only surviving child, and 

disappointment at her various miscalculations in the field of foreign affairs. I cannot see a disappointed 

melancholic in this picture, but rather a mature and determined woman. 

Perhaps the most astonishing portrayal of all is the last, completed after her death. This is »Madame 

de Pompadour at her Tambour Frame« by François-Hubert Drouais from 1763−1764, now in the 

National Gallery in London. Here we have another elaborate self-staging. The marquise has set a lace 

cap on her powdered hair which partly conceals her double chin but makes her look far older than her 

actual years. Again, books and music are shown as part of the natural accoutrements of her life. There 

is the little dog, symbolising faithfulness, which appears in many of the portraits. Centre-stage, 

however, sits the commanding figure of the Marquise, engaged in the respectable and womanly 

occupation of embroidery. We know, however, that she received diplomats and politicians while seated 

at her embroidery frame, so this portrait exemplifies her role as, to use Weisbrod’s term, political 

»Drahtzieherin« or puller of strings at the French court.

One criticism must be laid at the door of the publisher and that is that many of the illustrations are 

cropped. This is a serious flaw in a book that is structured around the pictures. On p.24, for instance, 

Weisbrod makes an important point about the large red book with the tower coat of arms stamped on 

the cover in the bottom right-hand corner of the two early Boucher sketches. This detail is missing 

from the second of the sketches. The illustration on p. 37 of the Delatour depiction of Pompadour as a 

learned lady cuts off half of the globe and half of the prints hanging from the table, so that they lose 

some of their significance in the composition. The mass of papers in the bottom left of the Boucher 

portrait in blue with pink bows on p. 63 is also mostly cut. When the whole point of this book is the 

careful staging of the Marquise amidst objects and settings that speak volumes and when the text 
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discusses these details, it is a huge pity that some of them have been unnecessarily lost. I have only 

one criticism of the author and that is her very frequent use of the term »die Mätresse« to refer to her 

subject. This really grated after a while, downgrading this intelligent, well-read, cultured and influential 

woman to her original sexual relationship to the king, when the point of the book is that she rose far 

above that relationship. Why not call her »die Marquise« or »Pompadour« instead? 

That said, this is a very readable and informative book and the portraits are a delight. It will make an 

excellent gift for anyone interested in French history, the role of women and the art of portraiture. 

When presenting the book to someone, however, warn them to look the portraits up on the internet, so 

as to see all the details. 
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